Thank you for choosing to tan at Bora Lea Skin Therapy
Here are some tips to help you keep your new sunless tan looking great…
Post-Tanning Instructions - DHA color will begin to appear in three to five hours, but can continue to develop for up to
twenty-four hours after application. As the rate of development varies by individual, we recommend that first time
clients shower between 6 and 8 hours after tanning to assess how the solution reacts on their skin.
During color development, and until your first shower, follow these instructions:
1) Refrain from vigorous exercise resulting in perspiration.
2) Avoid getting wet; rain, swimming, splashes of water can result in streaky or uneven results.
3) Refrain from touching areas where solution was applied as this can result in transfer of solution to the palms and
subsequent unsightly color development.
Just as every person is different, every skin type is different. Once your "tan" is applied, with moderate care, it should
last between 7 and 10 days, depending on your activities and skin type, just like a natural tan. If a natural tan will fade
from your skin in four days, it is reasonable to expect your sunless tan will fade in equal time. As skin type varies, so will
fading patterns and timing.
To maintain and extend your tan, follow these instructions:
1) Moisturize, moisturize, moisturize! This is the key to even fading and tan longevity.
2) Apply a tan extender, such as the ones available at our salon, beginning the day after your first shower and every
other day thereafter.
Alternating moisturizer and tan extender can extend your tan up to 2 weeks, keeping it smooth and even throughout its
duration.

Note: The body is composed of different types of skin that absorb color differently. Do not attempt to scrub off color
that you do not like as this will result in a substantially worse condition than the offending dark patch. Additionally, do
not use any type of solvent to try and remove color. It is part of your skin, and can be removed only by exfoliation of skin
cells. Please contact the studio if you experience any color issues. We aim to please, and can assess and advise a course
of action in minor cases (tan on palms, water splash, etc… ) over the phone. For major complaints, we must see the area
in question to provide a solution, and will gladly mitigate any issue arising from application free of charge. Your
satisfaction is our main objective
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